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HEAD NEPAL 
Dear Friends and Supporters, 

Greetings from HEAD Nepal! Welcome to the first edition of the HEAD Nepal Quarterly Newsletter. We are so 

pleased to share all our great projects, collaborations and activities here at HEAD Nepal. We hope that you will 

enjoy reading about how HEAD Nepal has grown; about our bright future and that you will share this with your 

family and friends. And be sure to “Friend” us on Facebook and visit our website at www.headnepal.org for 

more information. Happy Reading! 

HEAD Mobile School Named One of the Ten Best: Now-Us! Award & Partos Innovation Festival  

From October 6th through 11th, HEAD Nepal Founder & Executive Director 

Chhitup Lama and Project Officer Nirmal Bista participated in the  

Now-Us! Awards presented by The Spindle. The Spindle is a Dutch 

innovation platform for international development founded by Partos, a 

Dutch NGO umbrella organization. Teaming up with the innovative grant 

facility Voice (run by Oxfam and Hivos), The Spindle launched the first annual 

NOW-Us! (Nothing About Us Without Us) Awards in the Netherlands. The 

NOW-Us! Awards honor inspiring inclusive initiatives from Africa and 

Asia that trigger empowerment of otherwise excluded groups. In August 2018, the HEAD Mobile School was 

selected as one of the “Top 10 Best” initiatives out of 320 organizations.  The HEAD Nepal Team was invited to 

the Netherlands to present the idea of a mobile school on the 2nd week of October. The Now-Us! Week in the 

Netherlands was full of new experiences for us. Although we were not the 

winner of the award, the team members had a chance to meet the other 

nine ‘top ten’ members that work in different sectors of society and the 

world. We also had a chance to attend several networking activities. In 2018, 

the HEAD Mobile School was deployed in the two rural municipalities of 

Adanchuli and Tanjakot in Humla district and identified 228 children with 

disabilities who would benefit from intensive trainings and support for their 

social and educational inclusion. 

Collaborating with the Partners in the Netherlands 

On October 10th, Chhitup Lama and Nirmal Bista met with 

representatives of the Wild Geese Foundation (WGF) and the 

Foundation Nepal Gives (FNG) in Utrecht Central Train Station in 

the Netherlands. Supporters 

Sylvia, Marit and Herman 

congratulated HEAD Nepal 

for being on the top ten list 

of the Now-Us! Awards and 

expressed their pleasure in 

supporting the works of HEAD Nepal. WGF and FNG, together with the 

Unica Foundation, provided funding support for the 2017 installation of 

http://www.headnepal.org/
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the school’s new solar energy system. Thank you FNG for supporting children with disabilities in Simikot since 

2012! The meeting was focused on HEAD Nepal’s current needs and how WGF and FNG can help in the 

future. Chhitup Lama presented possible collaborations such as construction of a permanent residential 

school building for children with disabilities; the continuation of HEAD Mobile School and health and medical 

support for children with disabilities at the residential educational center.  Both foundations are excited to 

support HEAD Nepal and we look forward to growing our partnership. 

Visiting the Visio Blind School in Rotterdam 

As part of the Now-Us! Award program, on October 12th Chhitup Lama and 

Nirmal Bista visited the Visio Blind School in Rotterdam, the largest school for 

the blind in the Netherlands. Our friends 

Herman and Peter from the Nepal Gives 

Foundation(NGF) helped coordinate the visit 

and accompanied Chhitup and Nirmal. We 

had a great meeting with Principal (Ulcho) 

Van Den Ende. It was amazing to see this wonderful facility developed for 

visually impaired children.  We learned a lot to help the work of HEAD Nepal. 

Observation of World Food Day: Advocating for the Rights to Food for Himalayan Children with Disabilities  

The Nutrition Improvement Program, in partnership with Mission East and in 

coordination with the local governments of Simikot and Chankheli rural 

municipalities, celebrated World Food Day on October 12th by organizing a 

speech contest among secondary school students on the theme of 

“Interrelation Between Food, Nutrition and Disability”. The contests were 

conducted at Simikot, Chankheli. In Simikot Rm Kusal Budha: Mansarowar 

Higher Secondary School; Bigyan Bhandari: Raling Secondary School Bargaun; 

Nirajan Rokaya: Balmandir Secondary School and Danta Budha: Saipal 

Secondary School respectively won first, second, third and fourth place. 

Chankheli Raju Chaulagain: Mahadev Secondary School; Mandev Upadhyaya: Nawajyoti Primary School; 

Ramlaxmi Tamang: Danfe Primary School and Jagat Budha: Himalaya Secondary School respectively won first, 

second, third and fourth place in the competition. In all, twelve students from eight different schools 

participated in the contest. 

A New Television for the Children of HEAD Vision and Enable Home 

On November 10th, HEAD Nepal installed a 50” Toshiba LED Smart TV for 

the children of the HEAD Vision and Enable Home. The television was 

donated by Alyson and Michael Bingham of the United States. The TV 

was purchased in June, but not delivered and installed until October due 

to air cargo challenges. Now installed in the study hall, the children are 

enjoying entertaining and educational programs. Thanks to Alyson and 

Mike for your wonderful donation!       
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Athletic Clothing for the Children of HEAD Vision and Enable Home 

New athletic outfits were distributed on November 10th to the 45 

children of HEAD Vision and Enable Home. Generously donated by 

Sagar Acharya and Sandeep Bhandari, the donation was made in the 

memory of their late fathers Saligram Acharya and Puskar Sing 

Bhandari. The children were very happy to receive the wonderful 

clothing. Each outfit included a tee-shirt, light jacket and trousers all 

ideal for athletic activities. Many thanks to Sagar and Sandeep for their 

generous donation. Thank you to Mim Lama and Kamal Bohora for 

their supportive coordination of this donation. 

Nutrition Improvement Program Staff Training 

On the 13th and 14th of November, HEAD Nepal conducted a project 

review and staff training for the Nutrition Improvement Program for 

marginalized children in Humla. The first part of the training included 

a review of completed and ongoing activities from July to October 

2018. Participants discussed experiences, problems, issues, risks and 

new findings. Staff were introduced to a new action plan to identify 

project gaps and potential solutions. Field staff were taught new tips 

and techniques to improve documentation. Attendees also learned 

how to monitor a beneficiary’s household, especially focusing on 

identifying gaps in nutrition practice; distribute seeds and prepare kitchen garden plots for off-season 

vegetable cultivation; set up a standard greenhouse for vegetable production especially for the winter season 

and provide information about the rights of children with disabilities. 

Celebration of Deepawaly with a Deushi Bhailo Program: A fun, educational and giving activity  

On the 17th of November, the children of HEAD Vision and Enable Home 

organized a picnic on their own initiation and expense. They conducted a 

Deusi Bhailo program in the Simikot 

market on the occasion of the auspicious 

Deepawaly festival, the second week of 

November, and raised a sum of Npr. 

36,000. They spent about Npr. 19,000 for 

the picnic program and donated Npr. 

17,000 to HEAD Nepal for construction of a permanent residential school 

building. For the picnic, the children choose their own food items and 

prepared them as they desired. They also invited the staff and teachers of HEAD Nepal for lunch and snacks. 

During the day, they enjoyed music, dance and delicious food that they had prepared. Thank you to our children 

who not only think about the present for themselves, but also about future generations. We are proud of you 

all! 
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Children and Staff Learn about Children’s Rights, Forms of Abuse, Discrimination and Violence Against 

Children 

In order to sensitize the children and staff of HEAD Vision and Enable Home about 

sexual harassment, child abuse, diverse forms of discrimination and violence 

against children, on November 24th HEAD Nepal conducted trainings on children’s 

rights, child abuse and sexual harassment. Chhitup Lama and Specialized Teacher 

Ram Air facilitated the sessions. We would like to create a world where no child 

faces any form of abuse, discrimination or violence. The trainings helped children 

to learn their rights and how to say “My body, my rights”. 

International Day of Persons with Disabilities Celebration 

On December 3rd, HEAD Nepal celebrated the 27th International 

Day of Persons with Disabilities with Mission East Nepal, Sahara 

Samuha Simkot RM and Chankheli RM. The day was celebrated 

with two main activities. The first activity was an interactive 

program on disability issues in Humla district. The second one was 

an inter-ward Deuda competition in Simikot with Chankheli rural 

municipalities on the theme of disability rights, benefits and 

services. The interactive program was led by Sahara Samuha in partnership with Simikot RM and HEAD Nepal. 

The program started with a rally in Simikot Bajar and ended with an interactive program where local 

stakeholders participated. The Deuda competition was jointly organized by HEAD Nepal, Simikot and Chankheli 

RMs under the Nutrition Improvement Program. The event was held in three places; in Piplang, Thehe and 

Syanda. In Thehe, the competition was organized in Ramdev Secondary School. Four groups of Simikot 1 and 2 

participated in the competition where Raling B, Rampal A and Baijibada respectively won first, second and third 

place. The Syanda event was organized at the Saipal Himal Secondary 

School where four groups participated including Ghurghure 1 Kholsi, 

Saipal Group 2 and Ghurghure Group 2 Yangu who respectively won first, 

second and third place. The Chankheli RM event was organized in Piplang 

were six groups from all the wards participated. Chankheli 3 Mimi, 

Chenkheli 2 Darma and Chankheli 4 Shrimastha respectively won first, 

second and third place. All the groups presented the rights and services 

provisioned for people with disabilities through Deuda songs which we 

believe to be the strongest method of communication to the public 

(rights holders) and the local representatives (duty bearers). 

Vegetable Seed Distribution and 240 Greenhouses Created for Off-Season Kitchen Gardens 

Under the HEAD Nepal Nutrition Improvement Program and in partnership 

with Mission East, four types of off-season and six types of seasonal 

vegetable seeds were distributed to 300 beneficiary households in the 

program. In the six wards of Chankheli rural 

municipality, seed was distributed to 171 

households during the last week of November. 

For 129 households of Simikot rural municipality, seed was distributed during the 

first week of December. In November, 240 households out of 300 established 
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greenhouses utilizing plastic sheets for off-season vegetable cultivation for home consumption. The program 

supports children with disabilities homes, other marginalized children and their family members to help insure 

food security and to improve nutrition through agricultural intervention and capacity building training. 

Mission East Visits HEAD Nepal 
Mission East Program Manager for Nepal/Myanmar Alex Ramos Pena and 
Deputy Country Director of Mission East Nepal Santosh Sharma visited HEAD 
Nepal from December 1st through 4th.  During the visit, we participated in 
several meetings with our local stakeholders and line agencies discussing 
current projects and possible future collaborations. Focusing on HEAD Nepal, 
the meeting included discussions on the finalization of a five year 
organizational strategic development, DR-002/AEC-007, nutrition 
improvement project status and action plan update and other strategic 
partnership possibilities between HEAD 
Nepal and Mission East. We would like 

to thank the entire Mission East team, especially Alex and Santosh, for their 
outstanding technical support and contributions to HEAD Nepal in capacity 
building, project development and implementation; for supporting the most 
vulnerable and marginalized communities of the remote mountain villages of 
Humla. We look forward to your continuous technical support and to growing 
our strategic partnership. 

Final Examinations for the Children: How did they do? 

The 22 children with physical disabilities and the 23 children with 

visual impairment residing at HEAD Vision Home had their final 

examinations for the year. Starting on December 12th, the week-long 

examination period was a time to see the results of a year of hard 

work. We wish all our students, from kindergarten through grade 10, 

best wishes for a positive result! Right after the examinations, the 

children will leave for winter vacation. From January through 

February, the children be back home and enjoying time with their 

family. We will miss them during their absence and hope they have a happy vacation. See you all in March 

2019! 

Let’s Meet One of Our Graduate Students in Kathmandu 

When we met 14 year old Gorasingh 

Bohora from Thehe Village of Humla 

district in 2011, we learned he had never 

gone to school. Within one year of 

training with the HEAD Nepal Mobile 

School followed by seven years of study 

at HEAD Vision Home for Children with 

Visual Impairment, he successfully 

completed 10th grade and his School Education Examination (SEE) in June 2018. 

Gorasingh is now pursuing college study at Sahid Smarak College Kirtipur in Kathmandu studying English 

Literature and Sociology in the morning. During the rest of the day, he takes Computer and English 
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Language classes at Technical Skills Development Center for the Blind and Disabled (TSDCBD). Gorasingh’s 

education is currently being sponsored by Melton Arrora Rotary Club in London, coordinated by Club 

Chairperson Kathryn Gregary. Thank you Kathryn and the Rotary Club for your great support for 

Gorasingh.  We wish Gorasingh all the best in his studies! 

Wishing a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 

On behalf of entire HEAD Nepal family, including the children at 

the residential educational center, we wish all of our friends, 

supporters, partners and well-wishers a Merry Christmas and 

Happy New Year 2019! May this Christmas and New Year bring 

joy, success and happiness to your lives. Thank you to all our 

members, donors, partners and all who helped our mission to 

make 2018 a successful year for HEAD Nepal. You have made a 

difference during this important year of strategic planning and we 

look forward to your continuous support and contribution for the 

coming year.  

 

Dear Friends and Supporters, 

We THANK YOU for your ongoing interest and support!  We would appreciate your help in sharing this 

newsletter with your friends, family and colleagues. Last but not least, a big thanks to our communication 

team and our wonderful U.S. volunteer, Cheryl Lawyer. It wouldn’t be possible to get this newsletter to 

you without their great support. Thank you all and see you in the first quarter of 2019! 

 

With very best regards, 

Chhitup Lama and HEAD Nepal Family 

 


